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ENTOMOLOGY
Locust. By Jeffrey A. Lockwood.
200. Basic Books, (ISBN 0-46504167-1). 271 pp. Paperback.
$14.95

At a time in our nation's history when the West needed settlers,
the great locust swarms and their
devastation almost defeated westward expansion. The political and
religious arguing over causes of
the swarms, and the problem of
starving farmers, helped to change
our nation's character. It was also
the beginning of our nation's turning to science to solve problems.
As a new faculty member and
professional scientist, Lockwood
discovered that the most difficult
phase of science isn't analyzing
data; it's asking a good question.
For him the problem and question
became: "So, how did a species
that once blackened the skies,
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GENETICS

Trace Your Roots with DNA: Using
Genetic Tests to Explore Your
Family Tree. MeganSmolenyakand
Ann Turner. Rodale, Holtzbrinck
Publishers. (ISBN 1-59486-0068). 272 pp. $14.95.
Trace Your Roots with DNA by
Megan Smolenyak and Ann Turner
is an interesting book. This book
contains all of the informationa person would need in order to begin a
series of genetic tests designed to
trace his or her family tree. The
authors state this clearly:"Thisbook
is about the next revolution.Genetic
genealogy-DNA testing done with
the aim of learning about one's heritage-provides a key for unlocking
some secrets that the paper trailcan
never reveal-that would otherwise
be unknowable"(p. x).
The book does have a lot of
"The extinction happened
without warning to a normal,
information about DNA and genetics but not so much that it can be
healthy species," Lockwood tells
used as a learning tool for the subus, and there are lessons to be
learned from it. It may be hard to
jects. Smolenyak and Turner talk a
visualize the ecological imporgood deal about GregorMendel:"As
Mendel experimented with many
tance of an agricultural pest, howcombinations of characteristics,he
ever consider that the other major
herbivore of the American plains
began to see patterns in the way
traits were passed on ..." (p.
was the bison. According to
20). They also talk a bit about the
Lockwood, with the extinction of
DNA used for testing purposes: "All
the Rocky Mountain locust, "...we
lost a keystone species that affectof the currently available tests for
the genealogical community use
ed ecosystem process on a scale
markersfrom non-coding DNA"(p.
equivalent to that of the
bison." Lockwood's story is as
30). The authors make a contraction
for genetic genealogy and call it
enticing as any thriller. He weaves
the biology and ecology of the
genetealogy.
locust, throughout this political,
There are two differentbranchreligious, historical, and scientific
es of genetic testing: the Y chromoadventure, and in the words of
some test and the mitochondrial
this eloquent writer it becomes as
DNA test. These tests will, obviously,
fascinating and frightening as any
provide information about different
life and death story should be.
areas of the family tree. Y
This book is an outstanding read.
chromosome testing is often done
in conjunction Wit surname projects. "Surnameprojectsare the most
Rhoda Garcia
common application for genetealoBiologyTeacher gy"(p. 57). The authors are quick to
RiverviewHigh School point out that tests cannot answer
Riverview,FL
all questions: "In spite of concerns
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Even if you outgrew the bugcollecting stage long ago, and
think that you have no interest in
insects, don't let that cause you to
ignore this book. It is a wonderful
recounting of how the ecology of
an insect shaped the lives and culture of the people who settled the
American West, as told by Jeffrey
A. Lockwood, a professor of
Natural Sciences and Humanities
at the University of Wyoming.

sweeping across a continent in
swarms larger than any known
biological phenomenon on Earth,
disappear forever in less than
twenty-fiveyears?"The answer is a
scientific detective story that
begins in a chapter aptly titled
"Beautiful Theories and Ugly
Facts." As Lockwood describes it,
"Science is, at its core, a profoundly personal enterprise, irrationally
motivated and driven by passion."
His descriptions of a working scientist - of the difficulties of
obtaining funding, of the physical
challenges of fieldwork on a glacier at 11,800 feet, of the frustration at the rejection by a prestigious entomological journal - are
shocking. Their value lies in providing the reader with a realistic
view of the workings of the scientific community.

